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While you’re enjoying your new vehicle, there is the potential for excess wear and use charges at lease-end. That’s why we offer optional BMW Lease-End Protection.¹

Let us worry about your excess wear and use charges for interior stains, tire wear, chips, dents, dings, and more, at the end of your lease. This way, you can enjoy your leased BMW and end your lease on the highest of notes. We take care of paperwork on your behalf and coverage is automatically detailed on your Maturity Bill.²

LEASE-END BENEFITS:
– Waives excess wear and use charges up to $5,000 total.
– No deductible.

BMW Lease-End Protection allows for your vehicle to be turned in at any time prior to your original scheduled termination date. Benefits are also available up to six (6) months after the original scheduled termination date. This worry-free product is transferable to a subsequent lessee who assumes your lease agreement.
COVERAGE OF ITEMS SUCH AS:

EXTERIOR
– Paint wear and exterior surface dents, scratches, chips, pits or cracks, and discoloration.
– Front and rear windshield and side glass chips.
– Side and rear-view mirrors (glass, surface, and mechanical/electrical).
– Front and rear door, hatch and tailgate rubber seals.
– Head lamps, tail lamps, and light bulbs.
– Bumper, bumper covers, and surrounding bumper trim.
– Convertible tops, including trim and moldings.
– Badges and body insignia.
– Tire wear.

INTERIOR
– Interior upholstery surface rips, tears, stains, burns, and spotting.
– Carpet rips, tears, stains, and spotting.
– Dealer or factory-installed audio equipment, speakers, and systems.
– Navigation/display and entertainment screens.

COVERAGE EXCLUSIONS MAY APPLY:
– Any itemized excess wear and use charge that exceeds $1,000.
– Any portion of a charge for a missing part that exceeds $300.
– Any itemized excess wear and use charge for the windshield that exceeds $1,200.
– Excess mileage charges.
– Missed scheduled maintenance charges.
– Repairs performed prior to lease agreement termination.
– Charges for alterations or modifications to the vehicle.
– If the vehicle is used for competitive driving, racing or a prohibited commercial purpose.
– Any charges caused by customer’s wrongful or intentional acts.

1 Lease-End Protection is not available for purchase in New York. Lease-End Protection is only available if you lease through BMW Financial Services NA, LLC.
2 The Maturity Bill is a summary of charges for excess wear, use, and mileage presented at the end of a lease term.
3 Additional exclusions may apply. Please see your Addendum for specific coverage details, including limitations and exclusions.
BMW Ultimate Protection Lease-End Protection is optional and is not insurance. All transactions related to BMW Ultimate Protection Lease-End Protection are governed solely by the provisions of BMW Ultimate Protection Lease-End Protection Limited Waiver Addendum ("Addendum"). This document provides general information about BMW Ultimate Protection Lease-End Protection and should not be solely relied upon when purchasing coverage. Please refer to the Addendum for details of terms, conditions, and specific coverage details, including limitations and exclusions. Coverage may vary by state. Not all vehicle models may be eligible for coverage. Please see your Retailer for more information.

The Administrator of BMW Ultimate Protection Lease-End Protection is Safe-Guard Products International, LLC, Two Concourse Parkway, Suite 500, Atlanta, GA 30328, 1 (844) 245-1269.
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